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(MLpy Digests T^o Afric Stocks
... three quarters of a million dollars
by Chris. Morrill -Acting on recommendations of the Advisory Committee on Investment Responsibility, the investment
committee of the Colby board of trustees have divested
stocks worth oyer three quarters of a million dollars
from the Colby College portfolio because of two
multinational corporations ' non-compliance with the
college guidelines concerning operations in the Republic
of South Africa.
JBoth Dresser Industries, Inc. of Dallas, Texas, and
Engelhard Minerals and Chemicals Corporation of New
York City were subjects of extended and intensive
research before the decision was reached, according to
Thomas Tietenberg, chairman of the advisory committee and an¦ Associate Professor of Economics at
Colby. .
..
The two corporations were dropped from the Colby
portfolio in connection with their failure ,to comply with
the "Sullivan Principles ", a standard code of business
ethics among U.S. companies in South Africa, which
requires the fair treatment of employees both in and
outside the workplace in that country.
Dresser, a manufacturer of products and provider of
services for energy and natural-resource-related industries, refused to sign the Sullivan Principles outright
and declined to comply with any outside monitoring of
its activities , in South Africa by the Investors Responsibility Research Corporation (IRRC) , the chief source
of investment information for almost all colleges and
universities.

Emergency hous ing
vacate d, temporary
hous ing p ersists

This behavior is clearly extraordinary. Most corporations-of comparable size have signed the Sullivan
Principles and have routinely cooperated with the
IRRC," said Tietenberg. Colby 's stock in Dresser was
valued at $326,250.
Engelhard, a manufacturer and refiner of ores,
minerals, and metals, has signed the Sullivan Principles
but has not complied with the monitoring requirements,
an inherent part of the Sullivan Principles, according to
Tientenberg.
"Without any opportunity to verify the company's
accomplishments, the committee presumed that they
are not sufficient. We.invited Engelhard to rebut that
presumption with solid evidence. It failed to do SO;- we
recommended divestment," explained Tietenberg/ ;
However, Tietenberg also stated thatl the decision to
sell , the Engelhard stock had been made before the
advisory committee officially presented their recommendation. "Engelhard was sold for financial reasons
as well as moral reasons," he said. The Engelhard
stocks were worth $442,500 at the time of .divestiture.
There remain only two companies in the Colby port
Ifolio that do business in South Africa and have not
signed the Sullivan Principles, One of these corporations, Pepsico, is currently facing a shareholder
resolution to sign the principles. Colby is deciding
whether to co-sponsor the resolution, according to
Tietenberg.
Pepsico's major competitor, Coca. Cola, signed the
Sullivaii Principles this spring, iinder pressure from
¦
(con 't on pag e4)
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Housing shortages on
campus have again forced
the
use
of
both
"emergency" and "temporary" housing.
Emergency
housing,
which was intended for
short term use only, has
been cleared out. Five of
the six women who were
living in the Infirmary have
been placed in regular
dormitory rooms. The sixth
woman is expected to' be
moved this week. The two

BreiihatiNamed

men in Coburn Dining Hall
will be moved by early next
week.
.'
Temporary
housing
consists
of
dormitory
lounges and rooms in both
Robert's and Runnel's
Unions. This type of housing
is expected to be used for
longer periods of time,
perhaps the entire first
semester.
According to the office of
student housing, temporary

Professor of Economics, Tom Tietenberg, Chairman of
the Advisory Committee on Investment Responsibility.

housing is not as extensive in temporary housing are
as . had been anticipated. sophomores who had high
numbers. These
Lounges in Averill and lottery
students
are
living with the
Johnson had'been closed to roomate of their
and
be used .for temporary prefer remaining chtoice
in
pairs
in
housing.
These areas, temporary
housing
to
however, are being consplitting
up
.to
accept
,
verted to lounges. The
student
housing office regular dormitory rooms.
"tried not to use all of the Until double rooms "open up
lounges" and found that
they d'dn't need as many as and theses students can be
they thought they would.
moved in pairs * temporary
Most of the students living
housing is likely to continue.
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• Referen dum
... N uclear debates
pages 8-9

by Steven Riley
James Brennan has been
selected to be the new head
of Colby security, taking
over from interim chief
Daniel Dutill,
Brennan , a former police
officer
and
Baltimore
Court ,' ComCounty
missioner, has been on the
job for approximately a
week i and is familiarizing
himself with the campus.
Besides meeting with administration officials, he
has been touring the
' facilities. Last Saturday
night he attended both the

social life; dance and the
"Pyramid ,; Party
to " held in
Dana HaU ^ get a feel for
y;
Colby social lifer;y
•His main concern how, he
s'ays, is with the inadequate
outdoor lighting system on
campus and its resulting
problems. ' He , feels the
administration might be
concerned with enhancing
the ••flavor of the campus"
more than with improving
the lighting. He believes ,
that safe lighting could be ,
achieved with a "delicate
i
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Etierjgy Work Nearly Complete
by Debbie Sieeman
Work is almost completed
on
the
energy
improvements implemented
using last spring's $87,000
matching grant from the
federal government.
Much of the grant has
been used to repair steam
pipes in Mary Low while
smaller sums were used to
repair and install storm
windows in Miller Library,
Lovejoy, Keyes, Areys, and
Roberts. New insulation has
also- been installed in
Johnson.
An energy conscious
computer is also a part of

water conservation shower
heads, designed to save up
to three and a half gallons
of -water per minute, are
being installed in all
campus dormitories.
As energy conservation at
Colby
is a continuing
concern, Linn said, on
Saturday , September 27,
there will bean energy fair.
Wood stoves and solar
equipment will be on
display on the lawn in front
of Miller Library and there
will be workshops in the
Mudd building. Also people
will be appearing to speak
about transportation and
greenhouses.

the new additions to the
campus as a ' result of the
grant money. The computer
will regulate the College's
seven heating zones night
and day. Wires will be laid
in pipes running to each of
the seven zones. These
pipes are now being strung
with telephone and electrical wires in front of
Roberts Union.
These hew conservation
devices are expected to
cause a significant decrease
in Colby 's energy use,
according to school Energy
Consultant Jon Linn,
In addition to these
measures, some 175 new

New Chief of Security James Brennan
(con 't f rom page 1)

Securit y Chief

balance" between lighting
the entire campus and
remaining with the present
situation.
Also on Brennan 's high
priority list is a security
survey to. find out people's
major
concerns about
campus security. He hopes
that the rapport between
students and security officers will continue to improve. He stresses that
officers cannot stop all
problems by themselves.
They need student help and
involvement.
Brennan is especially
concerned with the problem

New storm windowsin the library are among the
energy conservation steps taken with the grant.

women face, although he
believes that by following
the procedures suggested in
the women's safety pamphlet, most of the problems
will stop. He hopes to
provide more literature to
supplement the existing
pamphlet, however.
Since moving the security
offices from the Building
and Grounds building to
Room 119 in Roberts Union,
Brennan's main internal
project has been'to draw up
an official manual for the
security personnel. There
have never been directives

for the officers to follow
One major directive, he
emphasizes, is that all
student reports to security
officers be treated with
;
absolute confidentiality..
Brennan is also working
closely with the. athletic
department in setting up the
student- marshal program.
For the first time people
will be regularly challenged
to produce identification at
the front door oi the
fieldhouse. He hopes this
procedure will cut down on
the number of incidents in
that area.

Alumn i Contributi ons To Ann ual Givin g

highs last year, and the
outlook for this year is also
Alumni contributions and optimistic, according to
the per capita amount given Alumni Fund Treasurer
to Colby increased to record Karl Broekhvizen,
By Greg Nemrow

Cycling Club
ORGA NIZA TIONA L MEET ING

Total contributions to the
Annual Giving Fund totalled
613,000 for the year , an
increase of 110,000 over
1978—79. Of this, 471,000
was contributed by the
Alumni Fund, a thirty
percent increase over the
year before . The remaining

amount was given by $78 to $98. Overall, the Although much of this, is
Friends of Colby, Broekh- percentage of total alumni contributed in large sums,
vizen said.
participation rose from \ such as the $750,000 given
forty to forty-one percent ; a by the William R. Kenan
above the national Trust of Durham, N.C. for
Approximately
4,795 figure
average
and comparable to
alumni contributed , up five most schools
Colby 's an endowed professional
percent and the per capita class, according into Broekhchair, to which Miriam
amount given rose from vizen.
Bennett ..was named, the
Giving, alumni also contribute large
The
Annual
though, isn't the onl y area amounts. In one case
from
|where donations are up, for $200,000 was received
an
alumnus
the
estate
of
.
$2,200,000 was donated to
the Endowment Fund. . widow.
*
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French Exchange Program Implimented
Greenspan begins the
venture with enthusiasm.
"It 'is my feeling that Colby
in Caen will be the best
junior year - in stance
program, bar j ione. We
have been extremely fortunate in our dealings with
France," he wrote in a
memo to school officials.

by Deirdre Gallagher

Last Saturday , September
twenty-nine students
from Colby College and
Washington University in
St. Louis departed for
France to begin; the new
Junior
Year • Abroad
program, "Colby in Caen.''
For a full academic year
these students will be
enrolled in the University of
Caen, experiencing a total
immersion in French life
and culture.,
13,

by the university; however,
four of the ten courses must
be selected from a core
program developed in
conjunction with the faculty
at Caen. Including the
preliminary courses, the
students will earn thirty
credits for the year.

Professor Frank Abetti is
currently directing the
program at Colby while
Greenspan serves his twoyear term as Resident
Director. Abetti has "One
hundred percent confidence
in the success of the
program." The number of
students enrolled is very
encouraging for the firist
year, but he hopes for
continued growth in the
near future, starting in
Maine-area colleges and
eventually expanding to a
national program. "It's
probably the best program
available to American
students," he said.

The students will have the
almost
constant services of
For six weeks, the
Greenspan,
who is to
students will stay in Paris
coordinate
and
assist in all
for an extensive education
in French language and aspects of the experienceculture to prepare them for generally responding to the
taking courses on the same various needs of the
In
addition,
level as French college students.
several
French
residents
students. While in Caen,
they will be full-time have been hired to assist in
students of the university, specific areas. Living in the
living in the dormitories dormitories, eating in the
and eating at the campus university restaurant, and
working with the student
restaurant.
assistants will ' encourage
As fully enrolled mem- total interaction in the
bers, the students may French society, Greenspan
choose any course offered believes.

The students are accompanied by Professor
Arthur
Greenspan,
originator and resident
director of the program.
After proposing plans for its
development last year
Greenspan has conferred
with the. Caen faculty
during an organizational
visit in January of 1980.

President Cotter is optimistic about the potential
of the program and is
pleased with the enthusiasm
indicated by the student
response. "It looks to be a
program both culturally and

linguistically enriching." he
commented. He is confident
in the program because of
the overall quality control,
particularly in the solid
academic format, which he
finds lacking in most other
Junior Year Abroad offerings elsewhere. It is
designed to create a
situation which Cotter calls
comparable to the academic
rigor at Colby.
The program is limited to
forty-five juniors with a
solid French background.
The completion of French
141 or the equivalent is a
minimum requirement. The
all-inclusive cost of the
program is $5,800.
A dinner will be scheduled
for late October for all
potential candidates for
Colby In Caen; 1981-82.
Applications will be accepted through February 28,
_981, according to Abetti.
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OTTO GRAHA M

MAS MADE A i
COMEBAC K.

Otto Graham ,
one of football's
greatest quarterbacks, has made a
successful comeback:from colorectal cancer. He and
almost 2 million
othere are living
proof your contributions count.
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The Student Association is
presently struggling to
divide their $100,000 annual
budget between 42 groups
whose budget requests total
$i45,0O0.Several groups haye
budget
submitted
not

\; ' EMERGENCY HOUSING

/ Vy V' - \

representative per every 50
students, and from each
fraternity .
Joel Cutler, Student
Represantive to the Board
of Trustees announced that
he and Lisa Hallee are
arranging a reception at
which .Colby students can
meet with Trustees and the
newly created Board of
Overseers on Homecoming
Weekend.

yet.
requests
Final
allocations .will be announced on Monday October
6, after the Treasurer's
Committee . reviews all
formal requests.

The next Stu-A meeting
In other business. Public
Information
chairperson will be Mon. at 8 p.m. on
Laura Littlefield announced 2nd floor of Roberts Union
that Students Represen- and all students are invited
tative Assembly is getting to attend.
Next week, an interview
underway. The assembly
will be composed of 41 with Jay Otis, Executive
students,
1
student Chairperson.

(can't f r om page I)

Divestment
THE SERVICE OF YOUR BICYCLE
IS MUCH TOO IMPORTANT TO

TRUST TO ANYONE BUT THE B\-

CYCLE EXPERTS AT POULIN
CYCLE , WATERVILLE AND AU-

GUSTA.

Our meichanics are trained in factory service schools and by
Larry Poulin himself , They are highly skilled experts who know ' ;
how to service every bicycle on (he road. Our service depart men. is completely equi pped wit h trie latest in bicycle , tools ,
testing , and- service equipment. Before you purchase.your bi^ .
cycle , consider the service after ,,Remember , trie bicycle business is a seasonal busin ess and ,spring and early summer are
our busiest moments , We service¦ our bicycles first and some " :' ' .• • '
timesbnly ours , . <¦: /¦

RALEIGH - TAKARA UNIVEGA • M0T0BECAME • SCHWINN - BOB JACKSON •
H0LLSW0RTH - BIOS • CLAUDE BUTLER •
W00DRUP - ROBfertTS ;
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Colby College and other shareholders, Tietenberg said.
The second non-signatory company, Lpctite, is now
under - investigation by the advisory committee to
determine if it too will be divested by the Colby board of
trustees.
General recommendations and conclusions concerning
the situation in South Africa arid Colby 's role and
responsibility were drawn up in . 1979 by the Advisory
Committee on Investment Responsibility and approved
by the board of trustees in January, 1980.
The first committee report to the board defined the
investment strategy options in South Africa available to
Colby and suggested how an aggressive shareholder,
policy could be best instituted by the college considering
both moral and financial responsibilities.
According to the report, "the primary objective of the
Colby investment strategy must remain the maintenance
of the financial stability of the institution...Yet this
financial stability must be pursued without violating
fundamental precepts of morality... We must lead by
examnle as well as bv word. "
a !;
The report suggests , that the y Jest ' ySullivan , ; ki 'k
strategy available is to "use "the
Principles to create a reputable presumption for
divestment. In other words, a company subscribing to
the Sullivan Principles which is classified as making

¦
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acceptable progress would be presumed to be an _ acceptable investment until the committee was able to
demonstrate otherwise."
The report, which includes fifteen basic recommendations concerning the South African situation and
the Colby ' portfolio states the committee members'
belief that the proposalswillestablish a moral foundation
for our investitient policies which" can be viewed with
pride by all members of the Colby Community."
President Cotter described the report as a
"remarkable job.. .one of the best documents of that
sort that I have seen from any college." He was encouraged by the impact that the committee had and
recognized the strong support that the board
of trustees
t r
have given to the.committee so far.
The advisory committee was formed after the faculty
of Colby College passed a resolution in February, 1978,
condemning ''the racist policies of the; government of
South Africa. ..and /those corporations .which, by their
activities, support the denial of basic human rights to
.. .. *
the black people of South Africa ."
Colby senior Alison Jones is one of the two student
members presently, sitting on the, advisory committee.
She will be replaced by Wendy Feuier in January; Gary
Smith, the other student member, replaces Jeremy
: ; :
Bealei Who gratiuat;^
"'
Representatives from New England colleges will be
gathering today at Brandeis University in Waltham,
Mass., to ' share information on .investment policy,
Tietenberg 'will be,attending the conference,
¦ which was
Initiated by president Cotter. ^" ; ¦' '¦ ' kkkk v, ^ a;
The next step for Colby 's advisory committee is an
attempt to;?;doyelop criteria on issues other than South
Africa ',' such as p est ic ides , infant forniulas, an d nu clear
power; according to Tietehbergyi |
>
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Coffeelioiise Setyl?6 Open
Mike Federle, chairman, of
the 'Coffeehouse Committee,
will be of major emphasis
mythej new: socisfl meetingplace. Ay dark ceiling and
dim ' lighting will create
quiet, low key surroundings.
Students may relax and
enjoy y the y nightly en.-,
tertauiment which, stated
Federle, will run according
to an "anything goes"
policy. In addition rto
acoustic a bands
on

by RutK Phelps^ ;

The new Coff eehousej
located in the old/dining hall
in Mary Low; is tentatively
scheduled to opeii its doors
on the first weekend of
October. No exa ct y hours
^ announced
have yet been
but, a unlike a .previous
coffeehouse, it will bey accessible to students seven
nights a week, a y •
Atmosphere, "according to

weekends, films, poetry
readings, comedy routines
and improvisations are also
possibilities.

The Coffeehouse Committee will be holding a
yard sale on Saturday,
September 20 to raise
necessary funds for the
completion of their project.
Plan to "attend, and keep
further inalert , for
formation!

The new coffeehouse on its way to completion.

The coffeehouse to be in the old MaryLow dininghall
...
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Performin g Arts Calendar Set

by Fran Mulun
too-short
After
a
summer and only two
weeks of September
planning, Colby's theatre
and cultural groups have
already outlined a basic
calander of events for
this semester.
Wig
and
Powder
presents Arsenic and Old
Joseph
by
Lace
Kesselring as the first
event of the year. This
famous mystery-comedy
will be performed on the
three evenings of the
upperclassmen's Parents
Weekend, Oct. 2-4.
Student director John
Foster has chosen Kathy
Gallup, Lorelei Suzanne
Jacobs, Dave Worster
and Clay Hutchison to
play the lead roles.
Scott Sophos will soon
cast the characters for
Moonchildren, the play
directing.
he
is
"Basically ," says Scott,
"it's a play about
and
relationships
Mooncommitments.
children deals with a

group of Berkley seniors
in 1966 and the break-up
of
the
stable environment they have had
for the past four , years.
In one way or another,
everyone in the play - is
asking, 'What do we do
now?' " Moonchildren
will be presented in the
Cellar . . Theatre during
Homecoming Weekend,
Oct. 23-25. Auditions are
scheduled, for Sun., Sept.
21 at 7 p.m. in Strider
Theatre.
Performing Arts is
planning a production of
the dramatic musical
Philamon for the last
major theatre event of
1980. Faculty technical
director Steve Woody is
currently preparing his
cast . . for the musical's
opening on Freshmen
Parents' Weekend, Oct.
30 - Nov. 1. Philamon
will also be presented the
next weekend, Nov . 6-8..
The date for the Colby
Dancers' big event, the
annual
pre-Christmas
Dance Concert , has been
set for Dec. 4-6.
Cultural Life Chair-

man, Frank Wirmusky,
also has a few interesting events "tentatively" scheduled for
this semester. .
On Oct. 13, a husbank
and wife team - from
Oxford, England, with a
repetoire called "Flashes
of Lightning" will perform in the chapel.
According to Frank, this
couple's act includes the
most
well known
and
"snipets of dialogue
love
scenes
from
Shakespeare.!'
Colby's
For
pre—election
entertainment;
Cultural
Life presents a "Ronald
Reagan Film Festival."
( Yes,; this is serious.)
Two Reagan movies,
Smashing the Money
Ring
and . Sargeant
Sargeant ' Murphy, along
with
the
obligatory
pre—-film cartoons, will
be shown for only 35
cents. " No raw eggs or
rotten tomatos will be
allowed in the theatre.
A
few
English
professors are going to
try to scare students

with more than midterm
grades
this
HalloweenEve. Oct. 30 is
the date for the profs'
Second Annual Spooky
Ghost Story Readings. f
During
the
first
weekend in " November,
Pheobe Neville will hold
an
"avant-garde"
dance clinic for interested Colby students.
Also in November , the
nationally known folk
musician, David Holt,
will be appearing in
Lorimer Chapel. David
specializes in playing
"back—country"
musical
instruments
such as the dulcimer , but
his
Appalachian
folk—stories will certainly
highlight . the
evening.
Students are urged to
contribute new ideas to
the Cultural Life Committee. Frtank says , ''If
anyone is interested in
planning cultural events
for
this and
next
semester, please call
me!" Frank can usually
be.reached at his Averill
home, or by calling X535.

Announ cemen ts
MOONCHILDREN
TRYOUTS will be held at?
p.m., Sept. 21, in Strider
Theatre. All interested
students are strongly encouraged to audition. For ,
more inf ormat ion , call Scott
Sophos at ext. 533.
WORKS OF CURRENT
MAINE POETS are now
being exhibited in tihe
Edwin Arlington Robinson
Room in Miller Library.
MAINE FILM+MAKERS
will be showing short
mov ies bef ore the regu larly
scheduled
feature
on
Monday
nights.
These
award-winning films < are
included in pie admission
fee,
AUDITIONS for membership in the, Colby
Community
Symphony
Orchestra will be held
Thursday, Sept. 18, and
Friday, Sept. 19. Musicians
of Colby and the Central
Ma ine region will meet
from 7 to 9;30 p.m. in Bixler
109. ¦
TAKE A PIE CE OF TIN
is a collection of unusual,
decorated tinware. This
fascinating exhibit can be
seen at the MaineState
Museum in Au gusta,
THE FORTIN PHOTO
EXHIBIT will be shown
until Oct. 18 in Craftschod's
gallery in Lewsiton. Paul
Fortin's photographs have
often been published' and
have also been exhibited In
New York and France.;

Riff-Raff, Rocky' and Magenta ;

' Another slice anyone? '

CHOCOLAT E CHU RCH PRESENTS...
MAINE THEME S : J AZZ & FOLK
Following last Spring's successful inauguration of Jazz Series I, the Performing Arts Center presents for Fall the very best of the region's folk and
jazz artists.
The sensational Devonsqunre opeiis the series on Sept. 27. Maine's longest
running and most successful group, their unique blend of folk, jazz,' and pop
favorites gives them, a large and enthusiastic following. , Herb Ludwig on
percussion , Alana MacDonald on fiddle, and Tom Dean on guitar back up their
' vocals. ,
,
elecrifying
^
On Oct 11, Schooner Fare sails in with their irresistible blend of sea chanballads an d other
ties, songs of the Emerald Isle, pub songs, Broadway,
¦ -\ ¦
'
"
'
.
'
,:
a
favorities. ••
.
The Royal River Philharmonic Jazz Band encores on Oct. 25 for another
rousing session with their merry crew: Dixieland , and more, and that's jazzl
The Ambassadors perform on Dec, 6 to climax the series with their own
they get
unique blend of instrumental and vocals ; stars of the Maine Festival,
y . ,y <;, ; "' .:¦ , . ¦
better each year. '
The Performing Arts Center ad Bath strongly, advises early reservations for
these, popular groups, For mdre. information call the PACE at 442-8455.
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by Scott R. Sophos

Once upon a time (ea rly
1973, to be accurate),-in the
hustling,
- bustlingyy
metropolis
of y London;
England , "' a guy A named
Richard O'Brian created a
wacked—out little : musical
that spoofed 1930's horror
movies, Mary
Shelley,
grade z sci—fi flicksy Judy
Garland, and transyestites.
This musical was a a
sparkling ; (another word
that comes to rhihd is
"tacky") little gem called,
quite simply, The Rocky
Horror Show.
A few years later , this
same
Richard O'Briari
produced a movie version of
this kamakazi attack. What
happened to this film is "one
of those Hollywood legends
that ranks right up there
with the search for Scarlett
O'Hara , the making of
Cleopatra , and the color of
Ronald Reagan's hair, y
(Whe n was Bonzo's Bedtime, anyway?)
In case you just got back
from an extended vacation
on the planet of Transexual
in the galaxy of. Transylvania (in the state of
New Jersey ) , you will
realize that this great work
of art , indeed, the very film
of which I speak, is none
otheiV" than The Rocky
Horror Picture Show. A
royal bomb when it was
first released, RHPS was
quickly relegated to the
realm of sleazy all—night
movie houses and midnight
shows.
Then, something extraordinary happened.
Theater owners in N.Y.,
L.A.,
and
y other
metropolitan centers began
to notice that • the same
people kept returning to see
the film , night after night.
Soon , these people began
dressing like their favorite
characters and (Heaven
forbid!) actually talking
back
to the mov iel
Toast, cards arid rice were
hurled at the screen! A cult
was born l
', At first, th eater owners,
and 20th Century Fox, who
released the film, were
appalled at the behavior of
the audiences. Then some
bright person realized that
somebody could make a lot
of money on this thing.
Soon , th eater owners , all
over¦ the country were fining
up ¦;. to be allowed ythe

priveledge of having , their
theaters v " trashed every
Friday and- Saturday night
at midnight.
The movie is" a simple
one. In fact, the filnj seems
to beg for the ridicule that
was heaped upon it.
Perhaps the only way to
successfully ridicule a bad
movie is to make another
one.
, Brad and Janet, a very
¦young
straight—laced
couple from "the home of
happiness", .Denton, USA,
are on a-jouney to visit their
old high school science
teacher,. Dr. Scott (or is it
Von Scott?). You see, they
met in his science class and
it's been love ever since.
Anyhow, , .as Snoopy once
said , "it . was a dark and
stormy night." Their car
breaks down on a deserted
road and they decide to - get
help 'at that mysterious
castle they passed a while
back...
There they meet
Riff—Raff ,
his
sister
Magenta ("a domestic")
Columbia ("a groupie "^,
and the piece de resistance,
Dr. Frank N. Furte r, a
transvestite mad scientist
who is. in the process of
building a blond, six f oot
creature named Rocky (" so
named because of the rocks
in
his
head," says
Columbia).
If you are a Rocky
veteran , y,ou know all ab out
it. If , howeyer, y ou ar e one
of the legions of "Rocky
Virgins" t h at situat ion can
be remedied this Friday
and- Saturday night at
Railroad Square Cinema.
Rememb er , though, go with
a friend who has seen it. If
you don 't , your mind may
be completely boggled, and
besides that, there ate
J
certain rules to follow,
Don't y ell at th e screen
unless y ou k now what you
are doing. Don't start or
get into rice of water fights
before th'e movie starts.
Thi s
on ly
causes
discomfort an d somet i mes
colds, if you have to ,waik
back to Colby. The big rule ,
however , is restraint.
Throw.things, but try not to
hit the screen directly..
Screens are ex pensi ve,
easily damaged ,- and cost a
mint to replace. Remember
*-;¦it took a while for Rocky
to get to Maine -r and we
want Railroad Square to
keep bringing it back , >

In newsmen splen<1or...Tiicmost magnificent picture ever!
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Social Life:

Concerts, Activities Scheduled
j

range of musical styles
from country rock and
the blues to new wave,
and of course, good old
rock and roll. There will
also be Pub acts including mime, psychics,
hypnotists,
and
comedians. Plans are in
making ' for
the
backgammon, cribbage
and pool tournaments.
The Social Committee is
now busy organizing
plans for a foosball
tournament, so watch for
that.
Specific events include
a Bluegrass Festival
scheduled for September
27. This will be held at
the Shell and will be
catered.
Perfromers
include White Mountain
Bluegrass, Fred Pike
and Band, and Bob and
Grace French with the
Rainbow Valley Folk.
The next scheduled
concert is the Blues

by Kitty Wilbur

The concert held in the
gym last Saturday, the
13th, was a scene from
every band's worst
nightmare:an hour after
the show was supposed
to start and only four
people. The number did,
at one point, swell to
nearly fifty, but, in all, it
was an inauspicious start
for Colby's social season.
The band . Cherry, took it
well and gave a good
show despite the odds,
but it was painfully clear
that the show was no
record-breaker.
Hopefully, this was just a
slow start, and not indicative, of receptions for
future performances.
The social . events
scheduled
for ; this
semester
are
both
numerous and varied.
There will '. be lots of
dances featuring a wide

(cherry ^vi |^wd/^£i^-

Dlespite the meager turnout, rowdiness dominated
the a Social Life dance in
Wadsworth
Gymnasium
Saturday night. Cherry, a
versatile . rock n ' roll band
from Boston, played a
variety of pop v new wiave,
southern rock¦ and
original
yk
tunes. . ' .- . •; . ¦
The band was able to cover
the entire ,•. spectrum of
today's rock sound without
sacrificing the quality of
their music. Cherry played
the likes of Elvis Costello's

¦
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"Miracle
Man," The
Kink's "You Really Got
Me," Charlie Daniel's "The
Devil Went Down to
an
Georgia " t featuring
impressive
violin,
solo,) Bad
Company's
"Bad " Company, " . the
Rolling Stone's "Honkey
Tonk Woman " and Marshall
Tucker 's "Heard it in a
Love Song" to name a few.
The "crowd's" reaction
was enthusiastic and made
the task of performing fpr
approximately ,50 people
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Movie /TYClock

COLBY COLLEGE

Lovejo y 100
¦¦ ¦ ' ¦
l ' . - • • : ¦ 7. 7 "
:•:
!
19, 20
GONE WITH THE WIND
|
I
I

25-28 Snowhite •
L& J RAILWAY
On t h e Concourse
,

mk\.

17-20 Roundabout
,
24-27 Willow

SILVER ST. TAVERN
Silver Street
y ,

i

18th Hamilton and
Gandreau
19-20 Cathy Stebbins
21-23 JohnDandurand
, .24-25 Curt Bessette

j

YARDARM TAVERN
College Avenue

.1. 8- 21
J
|
j
'
19
, 20;
| J;
|
22- 24
j

17-18 T.J. Wheeler
(solo)
10-20 Scott Folsom
Band
24-25 Dimon & Carr
t

24

;

.
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. . .

$1

7 p.m.
starring Clark Gable and Vivien Leigh
WHERE EAGLES DARE
7 8 9: 30 p.m.
starr ing Richard Burton and Clint Eastwood

;

r ^ OAD
M . RAILR
- CINEMA
-U SQUARE

i

THE CHEZ
Water Street '

this input, Sam warns,
"The Committee will
make
decisions
independently, and we'll
have to hope that the
activities planned will be
what students want. "
Meetings are held
every Thursday night at
9:00 on the second-^floor
in Roberts Union and are
open to everybody.
Funds are , available for
any reasonable, worthwhile student ideas
that involve the entire
campus. There are a lot
of areas open to students
who want to get involved. If you have any
questions, find Sam. His
door (Dana 113) is
always open, and his
phone (ext. 413) is
always there. If you
can't find him, just go to
one of the meetings: Find
out how you can help to
make Colby a more
exciting place to live.

just a little less painful for
the band. Cherry shaved
no loss of heart as they kept
the gym rocking until well
¦
past 1:00 a.m:
Their, final encore was
followed by a very -loud
and prolonged appeal for
more music. If this concert
is any indication of the
caliber of future social lffe
dances, then the problem of
small' turn—outs should
remedy itself.

¦
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Prophets.v October 3, «i
the Foss dining hall. The
Stompers. will be here
October 17, and on
Halloween night Max
Maven, a psychic, will
perform. On November
15, look for the James
The
Cotton , Band.
estimated cost for this
show is $2.00 per student.
The Director of Social
Activities, Sam Weiser,
urges all students to
participate
in
the
planning , of student
entertainment. In Sam's
opinion, "It's important
that the . Social Life
Committee is comprised
of students who want to
see their ideas put into
action. In the past the
Social Life Committee
has been run by one
person but for an effective Social Committee
to function, it needs
student involvement and
student - ideas." Without

Main Street

$2.50

THE CHINA SYNDROME
7 & 9:30 p»m.
starring J ane Fonda , J ack Lemmon , and
Michael Douglas
,
THE ROCX Y rIORRORf lCTURE SHp V
spec ial 12 midnight showing!
THE LONG GOODBY E
7 & 9 : 30 p.m.
sta rrin g Elli ot Gould

I

Nuke Vote
May Violate
Constitution
Maine voters will go to
the polls to decide the
future of nuclear power
in the state on Tues.,
Sept. 23.
The single referendum
to be voted on, the
Nuclear Fission Control
Act," if passed, . will
close Maine Yankee, the
state's only atomic
energy facility, and
prohibit the development
of any further nuclear
reactors in Maine.
The vote is the first of
its kind in the U.S., and
could have broad implications. According to
Deputy State Atty. Gen.
Stephen Diamond, a yes
vote on the referendum
would raise several
constitutional questions.
"The issue that has
received the most attention is the one of
federal
preemption,"
Diamond stated. The
central point to this
issue, he added, is
"whether the Atomic
Energy Act was intended
to
preclude
state
regulation" of nuclear
reactors.
The
"Commerce
Clause" of the Constitution also comes into
play. . Since
Maine
Yankee provides power
for other states in addition to Maine, declared
Diamond, closing the
plant might be termed a
"restraint on interstate
commerce." The facility
may also have certain
obligations
and
agreements which it
must
fulfill .' , before

declared ; "A few years
at the minimum." There
are
no
parallel
precedents, he added,
but "based on what case
law there is, 'we'd
probably have to conclude "that the chances
of the act being upheld in
court are slim." y
If the referendum is
not passed, the legal
questions
become
academic. Leading the
fight against it is the
Save Maine Yankee
Committee, chaired by
John Menario. Maine
Yankee supplies about
one-third of . the state's
energy, and the cominittee argues that there
are
no
immediate
economically
feasible
alternatives to nuclear
power.
The Maine Nuclear
Referendum Committee,
led by Raymond Shadis,
is the promary proponent
of the bill. They
organized the petition
drive which collected
50,000 signatures to force
the ' referendum. They
suggest hydro-electric
power.and wide scale
conservation - programs
as the best substitute for
atomic energy.
Some other issues
central to the referendum ' debate are the
effects of ' radiation, the
safety of nuclear waste
and the safety of nuclear
plants themselves.
. Several debates , and
forums have been held
around the state and the
nuclear' power question

Editor 's Note: A debate
k
between several . n&n the
major figures on both sides
of the nuclear question was
held in Biddeford last week.
Following are excerpts
from that debate, designed
to point out the major issues
associated with the upcoming referendum. A.short;
biography of each participant is reprinted from ,
the Journal Tribune, the:
debate 's sponsor.
Shadis- "We're having a
a town-meeting . sort of
discussion statewide , to
decide whether or not we
want to risk the entire state
of Maine for a deferred
electric bill." •
Chalmers- "If we want to
provide the jobs, if we want

"Th e . United , States is
Shadis- "We how have
several million gallons of currently not disposing of
(nuclear waste) on hand high-level waste for political
around the U.S. without the reasons. "
slightest idea what to do
Shadis- "So there is no
with it."
question that we could have
Dube- '"According to the a serious reactor accident
Environmental Protection at any time.
Agency...there would be no
long term health effects out
Menario- "We talk about
of the ordinary associated healthy economy, but how
with high-level radioactive
many of us think of the
billions of dollars the
Dube- "People whould federal government pays
realize that only four every, year to those infected
percent of the spent fuel is with black lung disease?"
radioactive and that the
Garrett- "Once we get
other % percent is reusable
into a breeder reactor, we
uranium." y ;
—
"All of the research done have an entirely different
on the disposal of com- kettle of fish. The nuclear
mercial high-level waste, up industry used to admit that
until two years age, was

Menario- 'They're now
building- a hydro plant inr
Brunswick, 'which is considered
the
romantic
Solution to our energy. That
particular , plant, from the
day it was designed, to the
regulatory procedures, to
the * environmental
clearances,- to the day it
generates electricity, w ill
take seven years."
Chalmers- "Until we can
provide for energy efficiency on the part of our
utility, on the part of our
state_government. until that
message goes through, you
will never see clean, safe,
cheap, reliable sources of
power."

The nuclea r pro ponents : Bruc e Chalmers , Donald D ub e, and J ohn Menario
anyone left to pay the bills,
we must grow and we must
save Maine Yankee ond \ye
must keep Maine businesses
in operation and provide the
necessary jobs for a stable
economy in the state of
Maine. "
y Shadis- "It is time people
stopped believing the utility
companies. We don't need
Maine Yankee and we can
do better without it, "

closin g,
due
to
the "Contract v Clause."
Additionally,
since
closing the plant would
involve the taking of
compensat ion
land,
would have to be worked
out ,
according'
to
Diamonds
7 A court battle on the
issue , "certainly could . :
years ,"
ta ke
he

has become an emotional
one for many people. A
poll released last week
by University ' of Maine
Orono indicated that onethird
of Maihe's voter s
are1 ;;opposed v to : the
nefirendutn. One-third are
in favor and one-third
7 ' i "
are<undeclded.
¦¦
:

" . .¦
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, Menario- "The question
isn't wh eth er , there's a risk
associated,
because
everything we do has a
risk...The question realty;
though, is the risk as
determined by its twenty
years success, an , ac<
ceptable risk against a
known ";¦ economy : damage
that is measura ble an d
adverse ly affects us as
homeowners '."
..: ';' .

taking a breeder reactor could Shadis- I'Elwin Therlow,
waste, experience a mild type of head a of the utility comnuclear detonation." a
, pany, says that closing the
plant would represent an
Dube- "A breeder reactor intolerable V ' state
inGarrett- "Ail of the could not : explode 'like ah terference ! ;in -federal
research done oh the atomic ' bomb^y Breeder juris diction and promises
disposal of commercial reactors are as siafe as swift "court - action ( if you
high-level waste, up until ¦} regular types of reactors.'' ; ¦•.vote;against hirri :'k:.yk
v
,two years age, was accomplished : by
taking
' yy^y ;.^
'military reactor waste,
) it's • Menario- y 'fMy .opinion is
Menario"I'm
sorry
adding
Additional
taken ; so long to get to that if the people of Maine
radioactive material to it to alternative
sources, vote to Ssith ut down Ma ine
make it simulate com- because theehery
fact
mercial waste , an d t h en matter is ,, th er e ar eof ; the Yankee^ will, ' because I
have la deep respect:for the
doing their
¦ research with ; ' -fbr:i981." yA.VA;.y /iy: .: . ' ': :;none
' ^ b:.v power of the 1 ballot box arid
that."' ¦ , '¦ ;. ' . :¦ _ •
Twomeyy
utility- wheiri: ; public opinion in
"A
sponsore d
conservat ion Maine :,elects aycoursp of
'!!g6Jj/Avery action; Si there ish't any
Dube- "Canada , France, ¦•: proj^am:;Vxould;ii;
A
¦. lyythirikf'tHaty^wd'
:
far.;;
"
•
business;:that Vwill , stand; iri
West Germanyk aridI, the
Soviet Uriiori aire all at should be responsible y each front of that moriieritum;''
advanced
.stages y 1; a of yiahd every one ^ ofjAUSi A l'm
repressing and ^disposing of not saying 'Go; back;;to^the
high-level radioactive waste Dark Ages.'; rye^Mhlbh a
and it'sbjust , a matter of conservation yj pi^graimwi for f tfiotds -!fe lien Brlnlc •
family."
withfmy
time before the U.S. catclics ten years
,:;; ':::iji[:!iSi^^ix!:%
;^;;
' ¦v ¦
¦ ¦¦¦ '
nn " ¦,' . . 7,. ; k k . ' \VZ kk . k'' .. ' A y Vi'y.i;^:i
: v,\-( k< '
l
.k '
accomplished by
military reactor
adding additional
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To Vote in the Sept ;. 23 referendum :
City Hal l will be open for voter
regist ra t ion to day and t omorrow fro m 1
t o 5 p .m. and 7 t o 9 p .m. O n Monday
it will be op en from 9 t o 5 and on
Tuesday during t he p ollin g hours , from 10
t o 8.
Ou t of state students who register in
Wat erville are au t omat ically remov ed from t he
voting lists in their homet own. In some
states it will be possible to re-register to vote
at home for t he Nov. elect ion , de p ending
on the length of the state 's residenc y
J
re q uiremen t,

'

Nuke
Exp erts

The nuclear opponents : Raymon d Shadis , J oann e Twomey, and Pa t Garre tt

Maine Yankee , the

focal poin t of th e

con t rovers y in

Wiscasset and genera tor of one-third
of t he stat e's energy

¦

.Raymond Shadis - A
Wiscasset
resident,
Raymond Shadis lives a few
miles from Maine Yankee.
He organized the petition
drive
to
force
the
referendum and is - the
leader of the Maine Nuclear
Referendum
Committee.
' John Shadis is a former
John Menario
carMenario, a former Portland penter, artist and teacher.
city manager, is chairman
of the Save Maine Yankee Pat Garrett - Pat Garrett
Committee. He holds a is a retired 30-year veteran
masters degree from the of U.S. Army Corps of
University of Pennsylvania Engineers. He is technical
and is chief executive of- advisor for the Maine
ficer for the Greater Por- Nuclear
Referendum
tland Chamber of Com- Committee as well as for
merce. Menario also owns Sensible Maine Power and
and operates a government for Safe Maine Power. He is
consulting firm.
a Stockton Springs resident
and has been a physics
Bruce Chalmers - Bruce instructor . for Eastern
Chalmers is chairman of Maine Vocational Technical
the Maine delegation to the Institute in Bangor.
White House Conference on
Small Business as well as Joanne Twomey - A Bidthe Governors Advisory deford mother and teacher's
Committee Business. He is aide, Joanne Twomey has
also a past chairman of the been an anti-nuclear acboard
of
Cumberland tivist for three years. She is
County Civic Center and a member of the Biddeford
present chairman of the Nuclear
Referendum
Blaine House Conference on Committee and , has parSmall Business. Hejruns an ticipated in two protest
insurance business in marches
in Washington D.
Bridgton and is a director of c. . v ¦ ¦ ; ' .
the Norway National Bank

¦
7$£ ^

y

and Canal Corporation.

..Donald Dube r A native of
Biddeford, Donald Dube
holds a bachelor's degree in
nuclear engineering. He has
done research at Sandi
National Laboratory and
Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory and recently
completed his doctoral
thesis on Nuclear Reactor
Safety.
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Mules Embark X)n 'Very Critical Year'
^

captains Todd Marble and
yards for a touchdown.
Bruce Stokes agreed that it
people
have
"Some
criticized the way we play," would be especially pleasing
said Kopp, "But if we can to them and to the team to
win those games that beat Ba tes; this year.
¦
"We haven't beaten Bates
remain in the balance until
yards.
in
four years," said Marand
if
the
final
f
ew
hiinutes,
Kopp
Defensively,
ble,
"so everyone's keyed up
can
prove
we
can
we
some
welcomes
back
proven ball-players. Co- produce the right plays in to do so tiiis year." He
captain Bruce Stokes and
fellow line-backer Harry
" W e're out to win every game.
Hadiaris will be leading a 44 set-up that last year
allowed only 38^percent of
opponents' passes to be clutch situations/ then we added that "every game is
completed.
- Seasoned have an answer for our important and.none of them
veterans include defensive- critics. Last year we won are easy. We have a tough
ends, Joe Daley and Al two games by one-point opener at Wesleyan (Sept.
Bruzzesse and another margins.
19) but we're out to, win
Our style of play ensured every game."
member of last year's ina 5-3 season. Had we played
jury list, Mike Ramano.
Other defensive standouts otherwise, we could easily
Bruce Stokes summed up
include safety Jeff Paradis have ended up with a 3-5 the team's attitude by
and defensive halfback Tom season. It's those one-point commenting, "Our goal is
McGillicuddy _who combined games that make or break a consistency. We've shown
last year to intercept a total /ballclub. " ; y
we can win, now we have to
Commenting on this do it again and again and
of 11 passes; McGillicuddy
returning one of those 95 season's schedule, cb- again. "
from:; Lynn, Mass., after
injury kept him off the
roster in • /" ' 1979.r As . a
sophomore in 1978, Ciota
carried the ball -for 713

Football *jr ,

by David M. Strage
"We are out to prove that
last year was not a fluke."
These are the determined
second-year
words
of
football coach Tom Kopp at
the outset of the 1980
campaign.
Last season, Kopp's first,
saw the White Mules of
Colby College produce their
first winning season since
1971. Their 5-3 record was
highlighted by a one-point
victory over Bowdoin in the
season's finale at Seavern s
Field last November. With
26 returning lettermen and
a solid group of freshmen,
Kopp seems very optimistic
about his second season.
"This is a very critical
year for us," said Kopp.
"Our objective last year
was to begin a winning
tradition. Our effort this
year is directed towards
establishing Colby as a
team to be reckoned with in
the New England Samll
College Athletic Conference
(NESCAC"
Kopp
described his
players as physically fit,
healthy and in marvellous
spirits. The prevalent , atmosphere is undoubtedly
optimistic and as the
season's opener draws
nearer, the mood is
becoming decidedly restless
and anxious.
Commenting on the
strengths of the 1980 team,
Kopp included the return of
seven offensive and eight
defensive starters and a
line-up which features a
letterman in every position..

" V& are out
to prove
that last

year was

not a

fluke."
i

Directing a multiple, set
which
Kopp
offense,
described as "varied and
exciting, " is 'junior quarterback Tom Cone. The
6'3", 200 pound quarterback
from
Littleton, Mass.
completed 22 of 39 passes in
1979 and hopes, to continue
this year with similar
success. The back-up QB is
another
letter-winner,
sophomore Dan Bowman of
Fairfield, Maine.
Working with Cone . this
year will be a crew of
outstanding . and
experienced veterans including co-captain Todd
Marble, Matt Maley, Jay
Donegan, Jow Ciota and
senior Paul Belanger.

Marble, a senior tight-end
from Kensington, Connecticut; caught 13 passes
for 192 yards \and three
touchdowns in 1979. Junior
Matt Maley from Darien,
Conn, was the leading
receiver last year with 14
catches for 284 yards and
tow TD's, and he starts this
year at the split-end
position.
Senior
Paul
Belanger of Springvale,
Maine returns at half-back.
Last year he averaged 21.1
yards per reception and
four yards per carry on the
ground. Don't be surprised
if you see him punting as
welL
This year also sees the
return of Joe Ciota, a senior

Women's Soccer Building
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by Arthur Jackson
¦ After making the jump
from a club sport to a bona
fide varsity sport last year,
women 's soccer struggled
through a difficult 1-8
season. This year the team
will be able to build on the
experience t hey h ave
gained and the squad is
expecting to improve on
their record considerably.
"The quality of th? drills
we're doing right now,"
said coach Stevd Knight; "is
higher how thany It was at
the end of last season,' Our
goal at the moment is to
win half1
of . our
. • .• ¦
• . •• ¦¦• ¦> •¦.. • nihe\
games;" ' . ' '

improved
"We've
everywhere," agreed senior
co-captain Pam Woods.
"The freshmen ; we have
give us a lot of depth. Last
year we didn 't a know what
depth was,"
Colby opens its season
Saturday
at
Wheaton
College against a team that
is a bout as talented as the
Mules. Arch-rival Bowdoin
will be the squad's second
opponent on Wednesday.
The squaids 's y defense
looks, to be th e strongest
wrt of the team with all of
ast year 's starters back
Leading the group is
junior co-captain Karen
Cowles and goalie Jeftera
Becknell. ;Stacey: Cryer
Mary Glenn Mary a Kennedyu and Beth yFeldmaii
are also back to anchor the
"D" • '

"Wheaton is at the same
stage of development in
their soccer program as we
are'! stated , Knight. "The
big question mark for us is
how well we can put the ball
in the net . Last year we lost
AM Woods for the season
and that really hurt our
offense, It's easy to build a
defense, but it's h ar dest to
¦scor t;':';. ' ycV : ': ' 'iy :k\. ] kVf
Joining Woods on offense
are returners Wendy Davis
Liridy v Milton:^ yLauren
Watson .;/ . and Gay • yyirrirrierriian. That group along
with returning . half-backs
Beth Ellis arid Ann Skinner
will' haye to provide some
scoring if the Mules¦ hope to
be: successf uK y k'k.-' •:Xk f " (•; '¦
"Last year 1set up a hard
schedule with six of our

games
agiarist teams
ranked among the ' top five
in New England? commented Knight ''because
those are . y the teams I
wanted to play as we built
"
bur prbgraih. "
"ThisTyear I think we'll be
able to compete :with most
teams such as Bates, UNH,
Lyndon State , arid Wlieaton.
Bowdoin, Tufts,;arid BC are
at few 1 years ahead; of us
though. Ifivvei 1 can beat one
of t|iose three teams it; will
be a maj or achieveirtont,''
"The key thing about the
players c ; is that" they 're
enthusiastic eager to learn
and first ! class ; atliletes "
assessiedreKrilght. y^ ; a
;^rm allyt;exc ite<l about
the season "ycoricliiicled , cocaptoln Woodi, V ' !

Mules Are Exp erienced, Strong
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, The news was to say the
least unexpected: a
last minute, fast-breaking
deadline-breaking, " forimmediate-release" sports
story. Female interest in
the sport of rugby at Colby
reportedly exceeds that of
the - mere , spectator- the
women were no longer
satisfied with "watching the
men physically assault each
other ' from atop RunnaPs
Hill- they want to play.
Approximately ' twentywomen signed up for an
unofficial Women's rugby
club at the activities fair
last week.
The psuedo-club was
essentially the creation of a
few members of the men's
club who reacted to the
rumours of female interest
coverin g the campus as well
as "the thought of watching
the women scrum down
from Runpal's Hill.
- we were all just sitting
around one day, and tossing
around the idea of a
women's Rugby Club,"
explained men 's assistant
captain , Mark Govoni.
"We had heard that some
interest
was
being
18
generated on campus, and I ' T'*>",;*< ¦''"-, 'J* *',• z'y ' x '< 'k~ 'k•?
'
•' %'St" ,'-<f
offered, to organize and liS^S'ii^^' - ' *f'^rV^';fei
coach since I can't plan," . |5^^CrQS§^^^fe(
.pfeii
Govoni1, a veteran of the ^ ¦gM||g0amry
?^^^*!&^^^^r-^«^A
^«3^>?&
men 's Rugby Club; is out ' RiSto3*t4tv.iK«s<
'4S^-<^J»
^'
r^- -"~-for the fall season .with a ifin iiiiin )fi Alln lllllll '
separated shoulder.
.. "I had time ^tb kill, so I by Nathaniel B. Bisson
thought 'what- the heill»Bitf
to Jell you the truth, I had
no idea the response would On Saturday the Colby
men's and women's cross
be so great, " y
Govoni admits ; that the Country teams will open
club's future is stilla "up in their 1980 seasons. A
the , air ", but :adds that, if myriad of Maine teams will
this kind of interest compete " with the Mule
prevails, a formal woriien's harriers over the weekend,
rugby club could con- with the- men running at
¦home , a!hd the women away
ceivably be formed.
Practices
are being at Bowdoin.
scheduled for next week,
and if the interest persists,
Govoni will see what he can The men, under the
do about arranging some guidance of Coach Jim
Wescott, will host four local
m»*n.hes for the women.
• here won't be a teams, including the Maine
problem,'' he insists. "Most Maritime Academy, UMPI,
Maine at Fort Kent and
of
the
Massachusetts U.
Unity
College. Wescott sees
.
schools have women's
rugby. UMO used to have a the meet as a chance to
team, but I'm not Sure it observ e, the characteristics
still exists."
of this year's team. The
Any ; women interested team , is captained by
should contact Govoni ;at sophomores Todd Coffin and
extension 536.
Kelly Dodge. Expected to

The 1979 cross country
team ; was the best in
Colby 's history* They placed
second in the Maine State
Championships, fourth in
the New England Small
College Athletic Conference
(NESCAC ) Championships,
third in the Easterns, and
fourteenth of thirty teams in
the New England Cross
Country Championships ! To
repeat this ' performance,
Wescott is looking to freshmen talent to compensate
for the loss of last year 's
captain Dan Ossoff , who
graduated.
"I see a lot of talent in
this year's freshmen, and
the key is whether they can
compensate for the loss of
Ossoff ." said Wescott..
"I am very pleased with
the attitude of the team at
this ' point, and am op-

y-'Tenjoy it. It's really a
challenge and I'm having
fun. " Such is the early
reaction of
first year
¦
coach
women 's ''; tennis
Beverly Nalbandian . . Although. Nalbandian is a
rookie , at coaching girl's
terjnis ,' she has ' plenty of
talent to work with .and the
squad should experience an
outstanding
season.
Nalbandian commented that
the team has a good deal of
depth this year; and indeed

returning
senior
with
captain Amy Parker and
returning juniors Ellen
Huebsch and Sue Winslow,
the team certainly does not
Chris
lack experience.
Robinson, an exchange
Pomona
student y from
College of California;' joins
junior
Sue and Ellen on¦ ¦the
7 . . • . • ;;
rostec. "
The Miiles also have . a
tremendous amount of
talent , in a : their three
returning sophmoresy who

%¥>r?z*r
*<ii r¦%i. '* {¦*--»n <i i 'Hk
' i^ '^A
¦¦^ -'x' 'iA' r ^
¦
;¦
i
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¦
¦

Women's
Ten nis

^^ "IiOak %?';;y;::,
'tvGtiw^
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by Jim Bourne

X-Country Off Runnin g
J:: i

s

round out the top seven are
Duncan Whitney, Greg
Hartcox, and Neil Moynihan.
"We are optimistic about
this Saturday 's meet, and it
should give us a chance to
get warmed up," said
Wescott.

campus. The 3.2
mile
course, which Coaxch Cote
calls "an excellent facility, "
was constructed primarily
for the women, but the
men's course also employs
a portion, of it. The men's
course then travels up
Runnals Hill and back down
through the Hill and Dana
dorrriitories, which makes
the course accessible to the
casual spectator. This year,
Colby and its new course
will play host to the
NESCAC Championships,
which
Coach
Wescott
promises will , be "the
highlight of the season.",
The women's team is also
coming off a successful 1979
season during which they
placed well in the NESCAC
"Even with the unknown championships.
Coty
quantities among the fresh- foresees a season equally as
men, I am optimistic about successful if . the upthe upperclassmen 's ability perclassmen run well,, and
to stabilize the team," said added that the "unknown
Coty.
quantities" of freshmen can
only help the team.
Colby 's Cross Country Much optimism and enprogram boasts a newly thusiasm along with some
constructed network of fine running should provide
trails that run through the the community with some
in
the very fine ' cross country
arboretum
southeastern portion of the action this season.

timistic about our prospects
for the 1980 season." he
added.
The women's team, under
the guidance of Coach Coty,
is also optimistic about this
season's prospects. Thev
open their ; season on
Saturday at Bowdoin, and
will be joined by UMO, and
U. of Southern Maine. The
team is captained by
Ginney Low and Karen
Sbndergeld, and is led by
Anne Kullenberg, wllo as a
freshman in 1979 garnered
the MVP honors. Expected
to round out the top seven
are Roberta Bloom, Eleanor
Campbell, Diane Zpvotsky
and Karen Orloff.

will dominate , the singles
positions,
Maura
Shaughanessy,
Bridgette
McCarthy, and Wendy
Wittels are all experienced
in playing tough singles
competition. : Janey Reimer
joins these girls as a strong
singles competitor. Nancy
Raynor and Kbrba Peterson
are ' also Included in the
Colby tennis line-up. ' Both
demonstrated consistency
and should ¦¦¦ ¦¦ see ' some
.' '.'¦'•' ¦V ' .yaction ' a ' '

There are also four fresh;
men who are joining the
varsity , ranks this season.
They are: Sandy Winship,
Becka . Ciinningnam Kathy
arid
Vicky
Soderberg
Crouchley .
Coach Nalbandian is
extremely • enthusiastic
about the
team,
She
y
believes , that they singles
players this; season will be
particularly strong but she
also reiterates that the

For those who enjoy the
sometimes violent physical
contact involved in football ,
but who either can't afford
the pads , are too cheap to
invest in them, or simply
find them too cumbersome,
there exists at Colby
College a men's Rugby
Club.
After a very successful
spring season in which the
Mules were undefeated,
third-year coach Peter
Pearson is optimistic and
hopes the club can continue
their high caliber of play.
Much of last spring 's
success can be attributed to
the club's journey to
England j ust prior to the
season. The ruggers, as
could be expected, weren't
very, successful on their
nine-day stint in London,
but they did learn invaluable lessons both in and
out of thd sport. Those
concerning the sport were
evident in their subsequent
play upon returning. The
highlight of their "most
successful season ever, "
was undoubtedly the impressive victory over UMO
in the season 's finale.
UMO is considered the
best college team in Maine,
and it was the first Colby
rugby win over the Orono
ruggers in years.
The backfield will have a
strong core of returnees,
including Bob Ruzzo, John
Sortor, Peter Clerkiri, Dave
Marcus, Greg Keenan, and
Pave Bolger. There experience will be an important factor in the upcoming campaign.
The scrum, however, is a
matter of some concern, as
many of the members were
lost via graduation. Jim
Levy, Jim ' Bourne, and
Spencer Staples are the only
returnees, leaving iriany
large gaps to be filled!
There are 65 members , in
all, making men's rugby the
most populated club on
campus,
According to assistant
captain Mark Govoni, this
year 's squad is potentially
"one of the best we've
had. "
• i
.. .
.
¦
¦

team has "alot of depth".
She thinks the team's attitude is good and "As 'ti,me
,goes on, and the girls ; play
more matches, they will
definitely become even
, '" ¦<
more competitive."
"The team 's past records
have -V always
been
good"commented
Nalbandian, "We won the
states last year and we
have the potential to do it
again this year."

Colby Rugby: Coed?
| The Mules ' second for|
ward line, the "sopomore

"will be cenS^^g^^^PI;, connection,
tered by Mark Shaffer, with

g^ 4»M» ^€^^ll£ Jamie Towne on the right
" wing and Gordon Marshall
M«r^
«^^^^W^j :^>^v *^M§£
^^ ^^!>
¦MUlP-WMWNMIMMMta^^

by Steven Nicholas
If , as Tennyson once
wrote , "all experience is an
arch to build upon," then
Colby's
men's varsity "
soccer team may be a bona
fide powerhouse in the
ECAC' s third Division in
1880.
The construction of what
fifth—year coach Mark
Serdj enian calls "a vetera n
team and a very good one ,"
was not the result "of a
com plete
personnel
overhaul. The Mules (who
were 8—3—1 last season,
narrowly
missing
their
second
consecutive
in-

on the left.
Serdjenian has lots of
confidence in both units,
and realizes that such depth
is potentally an awesome
offensive weapon.
"I plan to substitute that
second line for at least
fifteen minutes or so of each
half , to give the other guys
a breather. I used a similar
system two years ago ^quite
effectively, b ut last year
injuries
made
it impossible."
Not coincidefitally, it was
two y ears ago that the
Mules captured the ECAC
New England Division II-III
Championship
after
vitation
to the ECAC
Division III tourney ) have finishing with an "ii-2-1
not been the vict ims of what regular season record.
Ana tne depth is ' hot
frustra ted
coaches
to
the ; front
euphemistically refer to as confined
line - every position is at
the rebuilding year.
It has been a cumulative least to players deep.
process. A maturation. A Senior co-^captain Dick
Muther ' will anchor the
coming of age.
It began years ago with midfield at center halfack,
the setting of a solid joined on the right by senior
foundation ( there are four Tim Rice and on the left
Sophomore
seniors on the squad) , on Tim Cross.
which a firm , threestory Mike Sasner will ; play
Muther,
while
superstructure was erected behind
juniors,
eight juniors Brian Ralphs and
<eight
sophomores , and a couple of Ivor Lunking wijl help out
first-rate freshmen). And on the left side. Freshman
now, in" 1980, it will take Tim Crowley will fill in at
much more than a mere right halfback.
Serdjenian does not plan
huff and a puff to blow this
to
substitute for his micfield
structure down.
unit
as regularly as the
The Mules welcome d bac k
eleven lettermen (eight of
which were starters this
fall) and they, coupled with
some impressive freshmen
talents , provide Serdjenian
with invaluable depthdepth that could make the
difference
in
thelate,
gruelling
second—half
minutes of a close battle.
The Mules are especially
strong up front, where
Serdjenian boasts two full
forward lines, and more
than two sets of halfbacks.
Senior co-rcaptain Tom
Betro, high scorer and
All New England selection
for the last two seasons, will
spearhead the offensive
attack , from his . center
forward position , He will be
flanked by two juniors—-mercurial Dan Roy
( second on last year's
scoring tab ) , on the right
side and sure-footed Howie
Emmons on the left :

forwa rds , but admits that
"those four are looking very
good , and the depth is
comforting."
"It should be a big factor ," he -continued. "Last
year we were down to 14
players at one point and it
doesn 't give
¦ a coach much
leeway." ¦. •y : .- ;yy ;
The defensive corps is
.less
experienced
and
slightly smaller in number
then its of f ensive cohort but
still extremely strong.
Junior Pat Fortin is a
stalwart in the stopper slot,
and senior Josh . Burns off ers immediate and relia ble
support from his steer
position.
Freshman Doug Terp, a
high school All American
from Shelburne, yVt., will
start at right fullback, with
sophomore Dan Matlack on
the left. Junior Nick Norton
and
sophomore
Mike
Shaffer will fill in at those
wing fullvack spots. Fresh:
man Mike Murray and
sophomore Chris k Chabot
may see . occasional action
at stopper ar
id sweeper
~
respectively.
Goaltending is perhaps
the strongest facet of the
1980 Mules—the structure's
low-interest ,
dependable
insurance policy. Junior Bill
Moorman , who allowed just
over one goal per game last
season , seems to be fully
recovered from a knee

injury suffered during the
summer, and will once
again guard the Colby goal.

sophomore
Two^-year
veteran Jamie O'Neil will
back him up, arid the Mules
will carry a third netininder, : high
school
All—American Tim Mc

Crystal

from

East

Provicdence, R.I. ,,y
Serdjenian, in light of his
goaltending streright, has
opted to changs his general
formation : on the field ,
switching from ,a 2—4—4 to
a 3—3—4 (three forwards,
three halfbacks , arid four
fullbacks) formation, and
thereby strenghtening the
offensive:
The switch was conspicuaousiy noticeable in
both
of
the
Mules '
preseason endeavors^—-a
5—1 shellacking of Husson
College and; a 6—0 romp
over the Gallians Soccer
Club of New Brunswick,
Canada.
Serdjenian insists that the
purpose of the scrimmages
wias to get a look at the
defense ' but added with a
smile "unfortunately, that
never
materialized.' Our
offense , really carried the
burden and as it turned out;
a good offense is the best
defense. Actually, this
may be a good year for that
type of a strategy, since our
our offensive unit is a bit
more experienced, and
perhaps a little stronger. "
When asked
for
an
overview of what to expect
as far as stiff 'competition
(luring
the
upcoming
campaign,
Serdjenian
warned that we need not
Idok any frther than the
Maine border.
* The OBBColby - Bates Bowddin) \yill be very rough
this year ," he assessed.
"Bates has already .; tied
Babson . (last
season's
Division III champs) arid
Bowdoin defeated
Middlebury,
a
perennial
r
powerhousei"
Indeed, the Mules will be
tested early, as each of
their first three opponents
are ranked, among the top
seven Division III squads in
New England according to
the latest weekly poll by the
region's soccer coaches.
The Mules open on Friday
against Bates (ranked sixth
after their impressive tie
with Babson) at Lewsibon at
2:30. They open at Loeb's
Wednesday
Field
next
against: , Bowdoin,

Senior half back Tim Rice dekes a Husson opp onent
during preseason romp. (Photo by Don Gallo) . - \
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Bates College

2:00 p.m. *

Men 's "B" Soccer :

\

!

at Bates College -

2:30 p.m. •

•.

U. Mairie-Fatmington

3:00 p.in. \

Women 's Field Hpckey :

!

S

Women 's J V Field Hockey :

j

J

j

•

|Sept. 19

at Bates CoUege

¦Sept. 20

Men 's Football :

I

, J

Men 's Soccer :

J

:

2:30 p.m. j

j*

1:30 p.m. ¦
¦'

at . Wesleyan Univ.

Men 's Cross Country :

!

V

4:15 p.m. ¦

- U. Maine-Farmington

;

UMPI, SMVTI, Unity, UM-Ft. Kent,

j

Women 's Field Hockey :

, \

f

I

Wheaton College

2:00 p.m. ;

•

at Wheaton College

2:00 p.m. "

I
!

at Bowdoin, UMO, S. Me.
Wheaton College -.

11:00 a.m. \

I

at Wheaton

-2:00 p.m. \

\ Sept ; 23

Women's Tennis :

¦

Women 's Tennis :

Women 's Cross Coun t ry:

!

. ,

:
¦

;
«

Women 's, Soccer :

i

by Don McMillan
the 1980 squad " has had the one a apiece. The team had
best start of , any of my 63 total shots in the games,
previous four teams and while Sara Bunnell notched
should
also
be " the 18 saves during her five
shutout performances.
strongest."
Last season 's top-scorer
A superlative 5-0 record Bunnell was also elected
and MVP Sue Meyer and at the pro-season NIAC captain after the tour1979 Maine goalie Sara Scrimmage Tournament at nament/; ' '
Bunnell are the backbone of Smith College last Saturday
The success at Smith was
what looks to be another was orie obvlouw reason for largely due to the Mule's
excellent Colby field hockey her optimism. 'All five of new fiye-forward offense.
team.
the victories were shutouts. Instead of playing the
The Mules have had two Leah Mayer scored four conventional four attackers
consecutive 10-4 , seasons goals in the tourney; Sandy Pluck is using live
¦ forwards
and Coach Debbie Pluck Lcng had three; Letty
for ah extra • ,;¦' offensive
forecasts even better results Roberts two j and , Sue punch. Due to the supterb
this season. She says that Meyer and Jane Hartzcll speed and all-around talent

Men 's "B" Soccer :

'

\

UMO
3:30 p.m. *
on the team the defense, led I
veteran
Moira
by four-year
f
Manning, can get away with I
'
playing one man short.
! Sept. 24 Men 's Staccer :
;
'¦
Freshmen Tammy Jones, I
Bowdoin College
3:00 p.m. i
Kathe
Ryan ,
Sheila
:
Men 's !'B" Soccer : . ^
I
Nickersony a arid ; Letty I
Bowdoin College
3:00
p.m.
j
Roberts are
especially
¦
"
's
Hockey
,:
Women
Field
!
quick afoot. Jones is the
at Bates College
3:30 p.m. I
fastest player on the squad. !
'
:
Women s J V Field Hocke y :
Maine ;
University , of
, 4:30 p.m. ¦
farmington is first on the !
at Bates College ,,
regular season schedule on !
Women 's Tennis :
S
Thursday, September 48 at
ot Bates College
I
3;io p.m, _
j
3:00 a t ; Colby followed by
> '•, . !
K
•
Women 's Soccer : .
the • r 20th Bates.awny, on
'
'
" 3:15 p.m. |
at Bowdoin College
!
Wednesday the 24th. «.•;¦,.<, ; | ;
l . « . « . . a « » . . . w . . _ H . . l i f t . . . . a M a K t « i » . . a .ltaR
. . . «|i..a.l.
.
:
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,

i

i
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Career Watch
RECRUITERS ON CAMPUS
Tuesday, September 23 Boston College Law School
Interviews (sign up in the
Career , Planning
Office,
Roberts ¦ 252)
Senior
Workshop - Planning and
General Questions
Wednesday, September 24 Columbia
Law
School
Interviews (sign up in the
Career Planning Office,
Roberts 252)
Friday, September 26 Rochester MBA Program
Interviews (sign up in the
Career Planning Office,
Roberts 252)
y IN
CAREERS
EDUCATIONAL
AD- :
MINISTRATION;
Colby
may nominate one senior
interested in ; a career in
educational administration
to attend a coitfererice in
Hartford, Cohn. All expenses;; paid. Ah^excellent
learning opportunity arid an
excellent : wayy- to :make1
contacts in the field. The
scholarship <• program
specifically looks for candidates with an interest in
alumni administration , fund
raising and development,
public relations, government
relations,

publications,
and
information services. A good
opportunity! Contact Jean
Papa lia ,:; Eustis 210, if you
are^iriterestedl a
MAGAZINE
PUBLISHING - Internships
available in Washington!
Must 'sign up for at least
oney month; perfect for Jan
Plans y or
January
(graduates. Two available.
The magazine is about the
:^ntie^r.^pf.
;'.science/yMain
[topics : ¦ covered are : archeology; astronomy, , the
paranormal
and
psychology. As an editorial
assistant,. . you / would
research, edit, arid write
short pieces. Also help in
circulation and promotion.
Find put more in the Career
Planning Library, Roberts
252. 7.

OVERSEAS
ACADEMIC
OPPORTUNITIES
Teaching positions overseas , many of which do not
teaching
cerrequire
tification.
A
monthly
bulletin will soon be
arriving in; the Career
Planning
Office
with
vacancy announcements all
over the world. Other information about similar

earth,-environmental, physical, space and life sciences.
Research will take place in sixteen federal research
institutions, throughout the U.S.. Stipends range from
$20,500 for .recent Ph.D.,'s, to $40,000 for Senior
Associates. Applications may ; be obtained from the
Office, JH 610-Dl, * 2101 Constitution Ave., N.W.",
Washington D.C. 20418, (202)-389-6554.

Amer ican Mensa , an organization for people with
I.Q.'s in the to p two percent , will celebrate its 20th
anniversary Septi 21-27. The-celebration in the Waterville area will be held on the 27th and feature a series of
speakers on gifted children. Anyone interested in attending should call Elsie Rogers at 872-9354. Further
information on Mensa may be obtained by waiting:
American Mensa Selection Agency, 1701 West 3rd St.,
.
Bboklyn, N.Y. 11223.

Broa dcast Mus ic, Inc. (BMI) will award ' $15,000 to
student composers in sums ranging from $500 to $2500.
The contest is designed for cit izens or permanent
res idents of th e Western Hemisphere who are under
twenty-six years 'of age as of Dec. 31, 1980. No
limitations are established as to stylistic considerations,
instrumentation, length or number of works submitted.
The competition closes Feb. 16, 1981, and official rules
and entry blanks are available from James G. Roy, Jr.,
Director , BMI Awar ds to Stu dent Composers , Broa dcast
Music , Inc., 320 West 57th ST., New York , N.Y. 10019.

The National Research Council is now accepting applications from college faculty members , and other
postdoctoral workers for 1981 Research Associateship
¦' Programs. Four hundred or more full-time
associateships will be awarded on, a competitive basis in
the fields of chemistry; engineering, mathematics and
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ADDITIONAL 4 WORDS .25
RE QUIR EMENTS :
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1« No
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Raleigh International Bicycle,
23'" modified frapne, Reynolds
531 Double Butted Tubing
throughout, super hlgr- speed
bike,
full
training-touring
Brooks Professional Saddle, GB
Stem
and
Bars

CHILDREN'S art classes forming for ages 8-12. For information call artist-instructor
Hearne Pardee at 872-6367.

General Motots 5 hole 14" rims
avoid costly spring and fall tire
changeovers - Put your snows
on these and keep your summer
tires mounted - Includes 2 tires
suitable for trade-in.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE—Jawa Moped; Low
miieage; many, many miles per
gallon; excellent condition, $325.

Raleigh International Bicycle/
23" modified frame, Reynotds
531 double
butted
tubing
throughout , super high speed
full
training-touring
bike,
Campagnolo Nvovo Record, ¦
Dura Ace brakes, chrome fork
ends and rear slay ends, Brooks .
professional saddle, GB stem
and bars, Best Offer over $550.
Call Rich..
Home 873-6273
Work - some days873 0724
- .
work - some nighls ext .240

Converts

Couch

to

bed,

distinctive green vinyl, primo
shape,

absolutely

holes. I

no

Vomit on it, urinate on It - Easy
to clean - Just hose It off , $35.

forthcoming ACP Anthology will be the llth edition
since its founding in 1975.

Th e Yout hgrants program of th e Nat iona l Endowment
for the Humanities will offer over one hundred cash
awards to persons aged fifteen to twenty-five interested
in pursuing nonrcredit, out-of-the-classroom projects in
the humanities. Grants range up to $2500 for individuals
and $10,000 for groups. The deadline for submitting
applications is Nov. 15. Further information is available
in t he Career Plann ing Offi ce or t hrough Yout h grants
Guidelines, Mail Stop 103-C, Nat iona l Endowment f or
t he Human it ies, Was hington , D. C. 20506.
¦ .

p
,

i

The Bloodmobile will be in the Roberts Union Loft on
Monday, Sept. 22 from 10-4 and on Tuesday, Sept. 23
from 1-7. Seteral blood drives this summer nave Fallen
through and supplies are desperately low. To give blood.
a person must be 18 years old, weigh over iu) lbs. and
feel well. The drive is sponsored by ATO .
Students are reminded that automobiles may be
registered at the Security Office on the first floor of
Roberts Union. Registration fee is $20.

' ¦:. ' ¦:
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YOUR PET ROCK
HBg . |__Mm| SELL OR.
WANT
JOBS
SERVICES
ED OR OFFERED
BBB^'i^C

and
education
legal
develops awareness of the
public service potentiial of e
law career. If you are interested in this scholarship
program, contact . Bette
Kiralis, in Eustis, ext. 584.

C L ASSE S

A national college poetry contest offering $200 in cash
and book prizes and free printing for all accepted poems
in the American Collegiate Poets Anthology offers a
unique intercollegi ate outlet lor literary ambitions. The

_______¦!>: ' __ S3r SUBLET YOUR APARTMENT

complements the tra dit iona l

C lassified -

Anno^r^emerat$--r^
On Saturday; Oct. 4 at 1:00 P. M., theJBoston Alliance
Against " Registration and the Draft' (BAARD) will hold a
march from Copley Square to" Boston Common wnere a
rally will be held to protest draft registration and
government emphasis on war preparation. Daniel
Ellsberg, of "Pentagon Papers" fame will be the
keynote speaker. Anyone interested in more information
can call BAARD at (6l7)-491-4694.

outside the classroom which

contact Betts Kiralis in
Eustis 308., ext. 584.
LAW
SCHOLARSHIP
PROGRAM - The RootTUden Scholarship Program
at NYU provides funding
for two-thirds of tuition
costs. Each scholar pursues
a program of involvement

is fered through the Law
at
Berkeley.
in School
Designed for students interested in the field of law,
DICKINSON SCHOOL OF but not necessar ily a career
LAW — in Pennsylvania has as a "lawyer." A major
just sent its new catalog. emphasis of the program is
Check it out in the Career the integration of broad
Planning Library. Other intellectual . perspectives
graduate school bulletins with more specific policy
studies. * Find out more
are available as well.
about this exciting program
SUMMER CAMP JOB - in the Career Planning
Camp
Winadu
in Office.
Massachusetts is currently
AND
recruiting for many sum- FOLKLORE
mer positions of the non- MYTHOLOGY - Research
counselor type. Like WSI Assistaritships, Fellowships,
Instru ctors , Small Craft and Teaching assistantships
Instru ctors , - and Tennis available at UCLA in their
Instructors. Find out more Folklore and Mythology
program. Applications may
in Roberts 252.
also be made by students in
programs in
ART IN LONDON - The graduate
New Academy for Art languages, art, dance,
Studies in London provides music, sociology- and , anthropology, as well as other
new
comprehensive
programs in studio art. Also fields. Program information
they provide training in is available in the Career
business ^ar eas conne cte d Plannirig Office.
with the arts, such as
LAW SCHOOL
All
auct ion r ooms, art and seniors
who
will
be
applying
antiques . trade,
and
museums. New information to law school this fall are
has just arrived in the requested to attend an information
meeting on
Career Planning Off ice.
Wednesday,
September
JURISPRUDENCE
AND 17th, at 2 p.m. in the Robins
SOCIAL POLICY - A major Room, Roberts. VERY
new degree program of- IMPORTANT. If you are
unable to make it, please
overseas
positions
already
available
Roberts 252.
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Colby College
•
Tlmnk you.
Waterville , Me, 04901

v

Ij etter
to tlie Scliior
strength of the college's
community. It is evidence
of a_ humanitarian concern
for others said by some to
be absent or diminished in
intensity here at Colby. The
return of
the tapes
minimized r the ;
demoralization that I and so
many of niy students felt.
What ycoiild have been a
significant setback for me
and for my co-researchers
was averted. In the process
of recovering the tapes it
seems, too, that a serendipitous consequence may
^ finding a bit of
have been
the college's alleged lost
sense of community. To the
person(s) who took the
tapes: thank you for
returning them, by doing so
you did . the right thing. I
hope you did it for the right
reasons.

To the Editor:

V>y£^£T If f igf l k h

Dry Meets Wet

5) /v©.K C-A5
1

'

io : * ?

¦'¦""• ¦l-Ml

I

I want to express my
appreciation and gratitude
to those, students, faculty,
and staff who assisted me in
my attempts to regain my
tapes stolen from the AV
room last semester. The
person or persons who took
them returned all tout one of
them just prior to the close
of the semester.
I am sure that whoever
stole the tapes had no idea
of the magnitude of the
problem they created nor
did they understand that the
tapes are an irreplaceable
source of data and are of
incalculable value to a
researcher in my field.
They are the only record of
the last lectures Ln social
psychology
given
by
Professor
Blumer
at
Berkeley.
The fact that so many Sincerely,
people helped me recover T. Morrione
mem indicated to me the Chairperson, Sociology
, „,

... Alcohol Policy E arns Mixed Reviews
It is . ironic that semi-dry
rush week culminates in a
gusher "pyramid party " at
Dana Saturday night.
The
Administration's
policy regarding alcohol "is
to abide by the policy we
have always had since the
law changed to , age 20."
said President Cotter.
"That is, we do not serve
alcohol to minors, and
freshmen are almost all
under 20. Therfore at
parties designed exclusively
for freshmen it is inappropriate to serve alcohol."
The
fraternities
in
complianc e with the policy,
sponsored
non-alcoholic
rush functions. Although a
few beers were handed out
to individuals and freshmen
occasionally brought thier
own, the parties were a far
cry from the smokers of
years past.
Fraternities
served
alcohol at private "byinvitatioh-only-parties"
whose main focus was
upperclassmen, ATO'S all
freshmen dry vmsh was
conspicuously icss well
attended than DU's wet , byinvite-only party on Friday
night

y enjoyed
was registered with the "Everyone
Student Activities office, no themselves," said Dana 's
alcohol was sold, and no Co-Head Resident Jay
damage occurred because Donegan.
security was graciously
invited.
Stu-A staged a wellpublicized, catered concert
The .presence of alcohol in Wadsworth gymnasium
must have been the drawing that was attended by a
card. The Dana Party was maximum of fifty people.
Dorm staff followed the not the only social alter- The concert was a financial
letter of the law. The party native that evening.
disaster.

Three hundred to 500
Dana residents and guests
consumed over $700 of
liquor Saturday night.
Participants paid $2 each in
advance to cover the cost of
ten kegs, hard liquor,
mixers, and both alcoholic
and non-alcoholic punches.

Dry is not an acceptable
Colby
alternative
to
students, particularly upperclassmen who are accustomed to using alcohol
freely.
Should the Administra tion
back down on its attempts
to curb alcohol use in accordance with Maine State
Law"?
A new policy cannot be
judged after one week » of
application. After four ,
years, when upperclassmen
no longer expect social life
to be tied to alcohol, a shift
toward alterna te social life
may become a reality.

minm

We can't afford to waste it.
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Editor 's note: Miss
Mary M. Rice , Colby
class of 1926, conveyed such heartfel t m emories- of l
Col by t ha t we

by Haluk Gokhan Nural

Twas with Prof. Kingsley Birge yesterday. . I am with
him today. We do not talk, but our eyes meet; we do
' not need to talk for our minds to come together at the
same horizon. I am with Prof. Birge at the times of the
past:

How much he disliked the idea of time that blocked
the way of human beings by regulating all their actions!
How much aware he was of the fact that we had
created different times even within the present to
sentence some human beings to perpetual deprivation!
Are the N.Y. times, the same as the Palestinian times'?
While the h§ppy people of Paris enjoy greeting the
beautiful European morning, the - people of Varto,
Turkey, are afraid of the morning because the sun will
show them all what last night's earthquake destroyed.
We create "Star Trek" , for ourselves to explore the
future in bur imaginations, unsatisfied with our present
as the Afghanis try to create a present for themselves..
Yes, Prof. Birge had' left us before seeing us overcome
the dangers of our creations. But to those lucky ones '
who had associated with him, he showed the way to
human unity where our current sufferings could come to
an end. Maturity was how, we could manage that,
maturity to become aware of the social forces that
affect us. This maturity would make us realize that we
are all social beings in this small world, and once we
reach that level of maturity we would know ourselves
and be responsible for our actions. He lived for 64 years
to reach that level, and when he was ready to present
all his experiences and knowledge in a book to the rest
of the world, 64 years turned out to be very short.
Maybe God did not " think we were ready for such a
masterpiece as human beings yet. ;. ,, ,"
Now, the waves batter tlie rocks in front of his Indian
Point home as if to break them and reach the house.
His empty chair next to the window where he used to
meditate is covered with dust as if it does not want the
memories to be swept away. At 4:15 p.m. in front of the
Lovejoy building^ the birds don't sing happy tunes
Because they can riot see 'the . Man of Peace with his
half—open briefcase opening the door of his green car,
tired bin/ content after another day with his beloved
students and friends, If you do not believe me, look
outside; the Nature that he loved so much is beautiful ,
but do not you see the sorrow in the sky, on the branches'of the trees'or. on that green grass? I'm sure you
will notice "it more , very soon,' when the trees start
crying for him and the leaves fall down.
Words can not convey feelings well enough . Many
times, t ears ar e th e. silent, but powerful messengers of
love. So, in my tears, you can see how much I love
him. Frond the crying Izmir of the 1920's and of today,
from the rain ni the beautiful Bosphorus Istanbul of tlie
1930's and of the future , farewell to the legend , Indian
Point and Waterville and many other places Join
them in waving hands to him as his ship that;goes to .
an unnnown uesnnauon is almost lost in horizon.
When the' legends die, there is always, some despair;
but this despair will lead to high hopes when the hundreds of minds, who have known of that legend tell
others about it.• '.When the legends die, there is not 1
i
longer a present; but the happy memories of a life—long
: ¦ .' :
friend mold the future! :• -:
1 r am'with Prof, kingsley Birge.We look at one ariothe
but we don't say anything. I asic him some time later ' If
I can cull him my friend , my father , my inspiration. ' I
see the tears in his:eyes, • My, eyes! are already full of
tears. Wc don't say anything else t6 orioariother, and
we leave, In order to meet again, till eternity. '
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A No Vote On Sept. 23

A Dissenter's View
nuclear power at least until we could keep many conalternative forms of energy veniences while living such
Upon returning to Maine (e.g. solar power) become a lifestyle.
this fall, I could only help economically viable.
Conditions
would
but notice flyers and
resemble
early 19th century
bumper
stickers
If this country bans
everywhere urging me to nuclear power now, its living at best. Those people
vote Yes on Sept. 23, Even a citizens must then be prepared to lead such a life
blind Colby student must prepared to voluntarily, ban I admire and respect, since
know -that -the Sept. 2J automobiles,
stereos, they practice what they
"
Unfortunately,
referendum seeks to ban toasters, and other energy preach.
these
true-to-their-cause
nuclear power in Maine, consuming . devices now. I
since almost everyone on. find it perfectly logical, anti-nukers are a rare
campus ¦talks about voting therefore, that a yes on breed.
Yes.
Sept.
23 implies-nay,
.
The majority of the antirequires- a no to those
nUclear
movement is more
What many people on. energy consuming devices, easily recognizable. They
campus do not seem to effective Sept. 24, 1980.
drive cars which usually
know, is that there are two Anything short of that is sport
"No Nukes" bumper
choices in this referendum- hypocrisy.
stickers
which I find
Yes
or No. Since
painting doves
analogous
to
Without nuclear power,
proponents of a No vote are;
(not
"
to mention
on
B-52's
scarce and seldom heard at energy demand and con- that these' cars can be seen
Colby, I would like to sumption must decline at Grateful Dead concerts
clarify why I will vote No drastically, lest dangerous over 300 miles away) . Or
on Sept. 23, in the hope that consequences occur : the an anti-nuker will shout
voters will examine the severe deterioration of the about the dangers of
implications -' ' of
the earth 's air quality from coal nuclear power over the beat
pollution, the depletion of
referendum more closely.
our forests to provide of his 35 wa tt stereo, These
enough wood heat, and examples are somewhat
not
I am not unaware of the other 1 hazards to our extreme, although
dangers of nuclear power already-fragile ecosystem, altogether untrue, but what
about a . more common
nor do I see nuclear power for example.
example, • . a :!
as a solution to the energy
Some members of the
problem. Someday in> the
hear future , I too would like anti-rjuclea r movement are
How many people get up
to see Maine along with tlie fully prepared to accept a and turn out the light
rest of the country and the lifestyle without nuclear or behind them when leaving a
world free from nuclear ridn-rencwable' (coal, wood) room, only for a few
power. But for the time energy. Let us not delude minutes? Very few. How
being, this country needs ourselves into believing that many people in this
by Philip Glouchevitch

majority of anti-nukers are
ready to sacrifice their
cars, their stereo's, their
T.V.'s on Sept. 24? None.

I cannot defend nuclear
power as a safe means of
The
producing energy .
inherent danger and risk is
undeniable. But I simply
the
swallow
cannot
arguments of the majority
of anti-nukers. They seem
content to decry the terrible
dangers of nuclear power
and then wait for the first
catastrophe to issue the
proverbial "I told you so."
Those who call themselves anti-nukers should be
out setting the example of
voluntary
energy conservation above and beyond
what has already been
accomplished,
I will vote No on Sept. 23
then, because I do hot
believe our society can cope
with increased pollution nor
with _ dracbnian-like energy
conservation measures. If
the real anti-nukers believe
otherwise,' let them show
me the way and I will be
persuaded. But at least
when I wake up arid look in
the. mirror on Sept. 24, 1will
see one face and not two,
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Spa / Pub
Mon. - Fri. 8 AM - 1 AM
Sat. 9 AM - 1 AM
Sun. 8 PM - 10:30 PM

1

'- '

Regular Runs:
2-30
3*30
4-30
7.3O
8-30
Q-30

Mon. - Sat.
PM
PM
PM
pM

t0 MARY LOW/FOSS (Mayflower Hill Drive) to

1ST RANaEWAY/JFK DRIVE CORNEH (near
stop sign) to JFK MALL (front of Laverdiere's) to CONCOURSE (via Silver Street)
(front of Zayres) to COLBY CORN ER
(corner of Park St. and Pleasant St.) to
CORNER OF ENTRANCE TO BURGER
KING AND R. R. CINEMA and Main, to

PM
PM

Qft BM
1A
10:30
PM

T.t
0
+
Route
Jitney
ROBERTS UNION (parking lot) to AVERILL
(between Averill and entrance to hillside dorms)

Bookstore
Mon. - Fri. 8 : 3 0 - 5
, ¦ ;. :., ^y Sat.ylO -;2 ;0 y( y :7 ,y ; ' y ' . '
Post Office
Mon. - Fri. 10 - 11:15 , 12 - 3
'
\ iSat. 9 . -:i l :- ^ - - k k .k-

ELM PLAZA <front °f ™&> *° C0LBY

(via North St.)

Roberts
Weekdays
7:15 , 9:30
11:30 - 1:30

GRUB

LIBRARIES

4:45 - 7
Foss and Dana Dining Halls
Weekdays
7:15 - 9:30
11:30 -. 1:30"
4:45 - 6:15

Audio Visual Room
\ Miller Library
¦ Mem. - Fri. 8:3Q - 4

Weekends
8-10
12-1
' 4:45 - 6
Miller Library
Mon. - Fri. 8 - 11 •"
'¦
a ;.;
Sat. 10 > 5
Sun. 10 11

Weekends
8 - 10
12-1
4:45 - 6

Fieldhouse
Fri. 8 - 8:30
Mon. |
Sat. 9 - 5:30
Sun. 1 - 5:30

Garrison-Foster Health Center
Sick Gall 8 - 9:15
Front door locked after 4.

'

'
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. .

Ambrose Coghill Cramer Room '
y (l\Iusic Library)
. : Mon. - TC^

r
: ¦¦
:
'
: _ ;\- - ; ;;:; fFri w' " 1 9 .. -; ' : 5.C ;. " ; ' ' :k ;k ' / , .k
:

;
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Lorimer Chapel Services
Sun. 9:45 AM (Catholic)
11:00 AM (Interdinominationril)
6:00 PM (Catholic) *
10:00 PM (Episcopal)
Wed. 6:30 PM (Catholic ¦Lowes Chapel)
'.

^

U. P. S. Pick Up Room
basement of Eustis. ,
Mon. - Fri. 9:30. - 11:30, 1:30 . 4 ,
i'

1

;

.¦•.V; '' ": ' -

Language Lab
,; , . , , A , A-y- . kk~ r ™ ¦^¦:k ' ') k. - k: - k,:^ ' -: k k - k i . -. '

,. ' , ¦ ./-^yFoi|^li. ^ Floqry; Loy^oy:yy
. Mon. and Thurs. 1:30 - 4:30, 6-9
Tues., 9:30 • lliSO '
Wed. and Fri. 8:30 - 1,1:30. t
Sun. 1 - 5; ¦ 6 - 9 v
\
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